IS CYBERTRON POSSIBLE
OR ARE WE ANOTHER KRYPTON?

WHY IS THIS ORCA GRINDING IT’S TEETH?
Water parks report the phenomenon as a madness. It
isn't simply one Orca, it is many of them. Orcas are
deliberately grinding their teeth against aquarium walls.
Accidents between trainer and animal happen all the
time. Such as an Orca belly roll catching a trainer's wet
Russian Billionaire Seeks 'Immortality' by Loading His Brain to a Computer
suit or ankle in it’s pointy teeth. The news media cries
35-year-old Itskov acknowledges that without such technology, it's likely he could be dead by
foul!!! These intelligent beasts are grinding their teeth
2050. However, by perfecting the mapping of the human brain and transferring his
bare in e orts to do no harm. This is evidence that when
consciousness into a computer, he could 'live' much longer - either in the computer, transplanted
possible, such as ﬂuoride water levels reducing tooth pain, Orcas will do what they can to
into a humanoid robot body, or as a hologram.
present themselves as human.

MERMAIDS, GENIES, DRAGONS, WYRMS, DRAKES,
ANGELS, AND DEVILS

Their brains are 7x the size that humans are. Some people call them
Gods. People throughout history have seen pods breach the surface and
ﬂy through the air, ﬂippers as wings. Beached carcasses are described
as long dragon bodies and sea monsters. Mass migrations seen from
afar, described as a long single serpent, the wyrm, the drake. Dragons
are symbolic throughout the world's national coats of arms and emblems.
Warsaw Poland First Nations hunt them on a regular basis, their thoughts largely
Coat of Arms suicidal. Their presence a ects us to the deepest subconscious, spiritual
level. The genie is historically known as a being inside a bottle that
grants one wishes. Genie Springs, or Devils Den, is an underwater cavern in Florida, that has
whales bones at its bottom. There are bearded dragons in ancient symbolism, and these are the
baleen whales. They have no teeth, but sometimes tusks, and large mouths that breach the
surface, gulping up everything in their path. The mermaid is known to be half ﬁsh and half
beautiful lady, sometimes luring whalers over the deck to their deaths. There are many other
legends regarding hallucinations that often remind a youth to stay far away from the sea shore,
otherwise a sunbeam, or a hallucination will lure them to their death.The most interesting is the
scandinavian folklore called, the Draugen, who come from the ocean depths. Killing these
creatures could often lead to an entire family being cursed throughout their future generations.
Will o the wisps are a mythical creature known to lure people to their fate at swamps and lakes
that connect to larger rivers, and subterranean wyrm holes. If this isn’t enough to peak your
interest, the “whale” of an Irish banshee is the signal of upcoming death. Glascow is currently
su ering premature deaths that are unexplainable by epidemiologists as poverty alone. These
beasts, although highly intelligent have done little recently, except injure mental patients, fool
psychics, and breed extremists. Support a world where imaginary friends are needed rather
than eaten.

Climate Changes, The Globe Warms and The Earth and Other Planets are
Growing N.A.S.A. has conﬁrmed that Ozone is replenished in lightning storms. Sprite
lightning has been discovered to strike upwards into space. Chemists are demonstrating in the
classroom that Hydrogen plus Oxygen and a spark makes H20. Satellites have discovered
Gamma Ray Burst emissions from storm patterns. Some, but not all will tell you that Co2 is
released from the warming oceans. So how does all of this planetary science ﬁt together? The
most amazing earth sciences presentations, ever. Growing Earth was ﬁrst presented on ﬁlm,
from Germany in the early 1900's. Neal Adams - Science: 06 - Conspiracy: Ganymede
Grows!: www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Fsg1XJTbKA

Sony is moving ahead with plans to make a Venom movie, without spinning the villain o a
Spider-Man movie, and with an R rating.
thecomeback.com/pop-culture/sony-venom-movie-without-spider-man-r-rating.html
Say Goodbye to the Emerald City as Earthquakes Ravage Oklahoma
Thousands of Earthquakes are ripping through the Oklahoma area. Some blame man's thirst for
oil, others blame a nuisance deep below the earth. Whale holes, ancient underground societies or
modern underground strongholds. You decide.
www.scientiﬁcamerican.com/article/drilling-for-earthquakes

Regan's Star Wars Continues, as Birds Fall from the Sky Due to Satellites
Believe it or not, Weather radar shows something unusual around time birds fell. Is it
geomagnetic touchdown, or perhaps a glitch on the system? Others might see it for what it is.
An energy beam interfering with a birds line of magnetic sight.Weather radar shows something
Listen to an Orca speak through its blowhole here. www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ctemnHFSsM unusual around time birds fell: youtu.be/Yut7HoLqeDw?t=42s
Are dolphins psychic? Their complex social intelligence suggests the
animals may share a 'collective consciousness' The paralimbic area of the dolphin's
brain, which regulates emotions as it does in humans, has evolved an extra lobe.
www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3231003/Are-dolphins-psychic-complex-social-intel
ligence-suggests-animals-share-collective-consciousness.html
No, it is not make-up. This actor has Hypohidrotic Ectodermal Dysplasia (a rare
superpower leaving him with no sweat glands, hair, ﬁngernails or teeth).
Berryman generally portrays mutant bikers, evil undertakers, monsters and other
frightening characters. He has also starred in episodes of Star Trek: The Next
Generation and The X-Files. Hypohidrotic means without (hypo), hydration
(hidrotic). His lymphatic system is more e cient with water circulation and body
temperature regulation in extreme environments such as the sauna. As is shown
in the picture, his skull is larger, thus his brain is larger. Water is able to absorb
heat - without increasing much in temperature - better than many substances.
Dehydration normally leads to a coma. It is as though berryman’s great great
grandmother had sex with a tunnel digger 5km deep in the Earth.

Scandinavians Traded Copper for Cloth with Michigan Indians 3,500 B.C.
Interested in ancient American History? This may very well be one of the best videos/books
out there. Barry Fell went to Oxford, taught at Harvard and co-founded The Epigraphic
Society, which preserved ancient American petroglyphs across the country before they fell
victim to oversight. Dr Barry Fell ✞ Bronze Age
America: www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeTukHDmGPE

Building a Bhurger: Food for the Future In vitro meat project | Maastricht University,
is one of the many genius steam rolling out new frontiers in science to tackle such things as
underground organ trade markets. More and more companies are beginning to produce meat in
labs as a way to combat issues, such as greenhouse gas emissions, overﬁshing and animal
welfare concerns. Betterment of Society: www.wired.com/story/lab-grown-meat/

Ancients Cracked Open the Skulls of Youth in Search of Immortality
Even the Egyptian archaeologists and anthropologists are starting to debate whether or not
the brain was fully removed from elongated skulls, rather than pulled through the nose. Could
a brain survive in a jar? Could semi-immortality have been discovered by our spiritual
ancestors? On the Trail of the Nephilim: lamarzulli.net/on-the-trail-of-the-nephilim.php
The 5th Element Just Got Real Ultrasound emissions from Bosnian hill pyramid
detected and scrutinized by radio engineers. Somehow the geomagnetic North and South are
rectiﬁed and amplify ultrasound emissions. Must have been a great listening station for
coneheads. Electromagnetic mechanism of the ultrasound on the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun
(Visoćica Hill): www.sbresearchgroup.eu/index.php/en/articoli-in-inglese/169-electro
magnetic-mechanism-of-the-ultrasound-on-the-bosnian-Pyramid-of-the-sun-visocica-hill
Venus Gave Earth the Moon and Why Venus Spins the Wrong Way A science
organization established in 1660, believe that initially the Earth was spinning so rapidly that a
day lasted only ﬁve or six hours, and the moon was in a very low-altitude orbit. But gradually,
tidal drag slowed the Earth's spin and pushed the moon's orbit up to its present level.
Wild New Theory on Lunar History: www.space.com/22966-earths-moon-from-venus.html

Crown Land and BioButanol Most of the rebel alliance is tucked under something called
Crown land, and whoa, is there ever a burning man waiting to unleash the power in
clean burning Biomass Fuels. You can get a land plot under 100.00! Party central...
Green Investment Fund
agr.gc.ca : tinyurl.com/ydg3n6bb
Nutraceuticals, Nutrition and Nootropics, Oh My! The 80s made due with smart
drinks, the 20s saved the world from the recession with, 23 ﬂavors, 7up, Coca Cola, and Root
Beers. Now the world is booming, staving o deﬁciencies with nutritionals. Get ready for the next
wave of Neurogenesis, NeuroProtection and NeuroPlasticity with Nootropics. Get to know your
LD50s. 9 Grams for 12 Months: clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00567060

Cancer is Serious Business Burzynski-Cancer is Serious Business details the
struggles and victories of Dr. Burzynski and his groundbreaking cancer treatment.
Whether this documentary presents a new cure, or simply demonstrates how dangerous
previous ones were, you decide. Same ﬁlmmakers as "The Zeitgeist". Cancer is Serious
Business: www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBUGVkmmwbk

16th Century River disappeared 5,000+ years ago!!! Ancient maps of Visscher
Engraver, of Amsterdam, long thought to be frauds, fakes, and otherwise lost, prove ancient
animals walked alongside man and rivers. Africa:
Aids is Curable Through Good Health According to Nobel Laureate
Luc Antoine Montagnier is a French virologist and joint recipient of the 2008 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for his discovery of the human immunodeﬁciency virus, or HIV.
He says in the documentary House of Numbers. "Our immune system will get rid of the virus
within a few weeks". (Naturally) www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwgmzbnckII
Skip to 1:24:00 for interview with Nobel Laureate Luc Antoine Montagnier.
Alpha Lipoic Acid Reverses Hepatitis C Alpha lipoic acid’s ability to regenerate the
liver is demonstrated in a study of three people with liver damage from Hepatitis C. Through
the use of alpha lipoic acid, selenium, and silymarin, all three were able to avoid liver
transplants and regained liver function.
www.getpurevitality.com/the-beneﬁts-of-alpha-lipoic-acid/
Liposomal Vitamin C is claimed by some to Cure their Cancer
At some point in time, our livers stopped packing vitamin C into our blood lipids, and stopped
crossing the blood brain barrier e ectively. Get Liposomal Vitamin C now at Walmart, or DIY
in a blender, with soy lecithin, and ascorbic acid. How Humans Make Up For An 'Inborn'
Vitamin C Deﬁciency: www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/03/080320120726.htm
Fenugreek Seed Powder Nulliﬁed Aluminium Chloride Induced Memory
Loss Our present data could conﬁrm the neuroprotective e ect of fenugreek seeds. Further
these results could prove Alzheimer’s Disease therapy in future.
journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0165955
Lithium Anti-Suicidal Properties Discovered Near Lithia Spring Fountain of
Youth Georgia Yes. The Fountain of Youth was believed to be in the Georgia area, near the
famous Lithia Springs Georgia. Lithium in recent years has been proven by science to regrow
grey brain matter, hastening neurogenesis, and ultimately acting as the only known
anti-suicidal pharmacologically. Lithia Springs Picture
History: www.lithiaspringwater.com/index-2.html
In (Post) Soviet Russia, Occult Healers Outnumber Doctors Russia's passed
some weird benchmark recently. RIA Novosti, the state-owned news agency, reports that a
World Health Organization survey found that there are around 800,000 witches and
sorcerers operating in Russia today. "has more occult healers than doctors."
stu youshouldknow.com/blogs/in-post-soviet-russia-occult-healers-outnumber-doctors.htm
Progeria is an extremely rare autosomal dominant genetic disorder in which
hyper metabolism and insu cient nourishment leads to premature aging and
early death. It is a genetic condition that occurs as a new mutation, and is
sometimes inherited. Carriers usually do not live to reproduce. Although the
term progeria applies strictly speaking to all diseases \ characterized by
premature aging symptoms, and is often used as such, it is often applied
speciﬁcally in reference to Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS).
They are deﬁcient in dopamine, in fact, most humans are l-dopa and tyrosine
deﬁcient either in diet or bio-absorption, Progeria lineage is that when man
had accelerated metabolism and growth.
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Researcher discovers a 55.000 year old Artifact made out of Oxygen?
at the University of Utrecht, the stone underwent several tests with acids but none of the acids
managed to damage or modify the stone. It was heated to 3.000 degrees celsius and its
composition wasn’t altered. The most interesting part is that when a small piece of the stone was
pulverized, and viewed under the microscope, it had no color. Oxygen Rocks:
www.ancient-code.com/researcher-discovers-a-55-000-year-old-artifact-made-out-of-oxygen/
Pull Oxygen from Moon Rocks and win 250,000 dollars:
www.space.com/g00/1052-nasa-challenge-pull-oxygen-moon-dirt-win-250-000.html
Philanthropy is at an Alarming High The Giving Pledge is a campaign to encourage
wealthy people to contribute a majority of their wealth to philanthropic causes. As of 2017, the
pledge has 158 signatories, either individuals or couples; some of the 158 have since died. Most
of the signatories of the pledge are billionaires, and their pledges total over $365 billion.
The Hadrian Wall Can't Stop Glascow From Dying: The Glascow E ect
Glasgow, Scotland, compared to the rest of the United Kingdom and Europe, Glascow
has unexplained poor health and low life expectancy. The hypothesis among epidemiologists is
that poverty alone does not appear to account for the disparity. Could something more be at
work? From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glasgow_e ect
How Much Does a Hologram Caust Anyways? Halo, Hologram, Holocene, and
Halloween. Some hypnotists use mnemonics and others prefer the can opener. Holographic
Thinking: www.nlpmind.com/nlp-articles/holographic-thinking/
Life Expectancy by Country Body Parts Grown in the Lab
(Both Sexes)
COLUMBUS, Ohio – Scientists at The Ohio State
University have developed a nearly complete human
Japan
83.7
brain in a dish that equals the brain maturity of a
Australia
82.8
5-week-old fetus.
South Korea
82.3
news.osu.edu/news/2015/08/18/human-brain-model/
Canada
82.2

United States
Poland
Mexico
North Korea
Russia

79.3
77.5
76.7
70.6
70.5

Australians are Undergoing Unnecessary
Surgery In 2010-11, there were 1.3 tonsillectomies for
every 1,000 people in Western Sydney. Along the Great
South Coast in Victoria (the area around Warrnambool),
the rate is 7.4 (these rates are adjusted for age and sex
theconversation.com/australians-are-undergoing-unnece
ssary-surgery-heres-what-we-can-do-about-it-46089

Better Sacriﬁce Lot's Wife in Mount Vesuvius Watch a man made volcanic eruptions take place on a smaller scale than
what happened to sodom and gomorrah enthusiasts.. www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq7DDk8eLs8 (Pol Pot’s Choice Vid)
Where did all Earth’s Water Come From? Watch a demonstration where water is created from hydrogen added to oxygen
spurred on by a spark. Produces thunderous results. www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmTZcNVzp7A
Is Hypnosis Fake? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RA2Zy_IZfQ

Need to know more? www.asmrstudio.com :: Questions Comments DrDoubleDragon@gmail.com

The Island Where People Forget to Die
In 1943, a Greek war veteran named Stamatis Moraitis came to the United States for the
treatment of a combat-mangled arm. He’d survived a gunshot wound, escaped to Turkey
and eventually talked his way onto the Queen Elizabeth, then serving as a troopship, to
cross the Atlantic. Moraitis settled in Port Je erson, N.Y., an enclave of countrymen from
his native island, Ikaria. He quickly landed a job doing manual labor. Later, he moved to
Boynton Beach, Fla. Along the way, Moraitis married a Greek-American woman, had three
children and bought a three-bedroom house and a 1951 Chevrolet. One day in 1976,
Moraitis felt short of breath. Climbing stairs was a chore; he had to quit working midday.
After X-rays, his doctor concluded that Moraitis had lung cancer. As he recalls, nine other
doctors conﬁrmed the diagnosis. They gave him nine months to live. He was in his
mid-60s. Moraitis considered staying in America and seeking aggressive cancer
treatment at a local hospital. That way, he could also be close to his adult children. But he
decided instead to return to Ikaria, where he could be buried with his ancestors in a
cemetery shaded by oak trees that overlooked the Aegean Sea. At ﬁrst, he spent his days
in bed, as his mother and wife tended to him. He reconnected with his faith. On Sunday
mornings, he hobbled up the hill to a tiny Greek Orthodox chapel where his grandfather
once served as a priest. When his childhood friends discovered that he had moved back,
they started showing up every afternoon. They’d talk for hours, an activity that invariably
involved a bottle or two of locally produced wine. I might as well die happy, he thought. In
the ensuing months, something strange happened. He says he started to feel stronger. Six
months came and went. Moraitis didn’t die. Instead, he reaped his garden and, feeling
emboldened, cleaned up the family vineyard as well. He added a couple of rooms to his
parents’ home so his children could visit. He built up the vineyard until it produced 400
gallons of wine a year. Today, three and a half decades later, he’s 97 years old —
according to an o cial document he disputes; he says he’s 102 — and cancer-free. He
never went through chemotherapy, took drugs or sought therapy of any sort. All he did was
move home to Ikaria.

www.nytimes.com/2012/10/28/magazine/the-island-where-peo
ple-forget-to-die.html

